CALL FOR NOMINATIONS FOR IUSY WORLD CONGRESS 2023

IUSY is happy to receive nominations of candidates for the XXXIV IUSY World Congress 2023.

All full member organizations of IUSY – which have fulfilled the obligations to IUSY (paid their membership fee) – have the right to make nominations.

The following positions are up for election:

- President and Secretary General
- Vice Presidents (9) and Substitute Vice Presidents (9) – please note that these candidates (1 Vice President and 1 Substitute Vice President) will run together and candidacy is voted jointly
- Chair of Control Commission
- Members of Control Commission (4)

In accordance with the Statutes, working group coordinators and network coordinators will be appointed within the Presidium and not elected.

Please note that gender balance (at least 50% women representation) must be reached within each region.

Nominations shall include:

- Letter of motivation from the candidate, which should include a political project for the period. For Vice Presidents, this should be a joint motivation letter of the Vice President and the Substitute Vice President.
- Letter of support from the leadership of the candidate’s organisation (or both candidates’ organisations in case of Vice Presidents and substitute Vice Presidents that belong to different organisations within the same committee)
- Presentation with short CV and picture of the candidate(s)
- Passport copy for the candidate(s)

NOTE: Please make sure your personal information (that you do not wish to be shared) is not included in the documents. All submitted documents will be made public.
NOTE: Deadline for submission of nominations is mentioned in the Invitation document. Candidacies will be uploaded on IUSY webpage after the deadline.

Nominations should be sent to IUSY Secretariat at congress@iusy.org, to Secretary General at bruno.goncalves@iusy.org and President of Control Commission at hend.mqaieth@iusy.org

If applications will not be sent respecting the deadlines or it will not include both emails they will be considered valid. Control Commission will reconfirm the compliance with the applications rules and the rules set by the Statues.

Contact

If you have further questions please get in contact with the IUSY Secretariat at congress@iusy.org.